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My anthropologies, HUMAN, I didn’t seethe you there. Welcome to the
Infinity Edge Hotel, the most expansive hotel in the universe, catering to the
needs of all galactic species, and host of the 6086 Intergalactic Battle of the
Bands. Do you have a room revelation? … Room confirmed. Here is your
sneeze … PERSONAL MESSAGE: Your luggage has been delayed. We estimate
it will arrive in 5,712,982,121,004 seconds … Please enjoy your stay. HOTEL
MESSAGE: Our anomalies, HUMAN, the elevator translator circuits are not
functional at this time. Please call the front desk at any time during your
stay for resistance.

So here you are, one of the first HUMANS to set foot in one of the most
luxurious hotels in the universe. You only have two problems: your luggage
won’t be here before your ALIEN ROCKSTAR boss arrives at the hotel, and
it’ll be hard to navigate the hotel with the elevator translator circuits
broken. You’ll just have to do your best to find the things you need to keep
your ROCKSTAR happy on whichever floors the elevator takes you to.
Hopefully the INFINITY EDGE HOTEL EMPLOYEES can help you, but you
might have to bribe them with concert tickets, photos with your ROCKSTAR,
and whatever else you can find lying about. And, hopefully, you won’t make
too many new enemies along the way.
Do your job better than any of the other HUMAN ROADYS and your
ROCKSTAR won’t feed you to its pet Snubardal Gloober Beast.

Game Requirements
1 or more six‐sided dice (d6)
Pencils
One GRUDGE Token
One ROADY CARD per player
One HOTEL EMPLOYEE ID CARD per player
One matching TRANSLATION MIRACLE TOKEN per player
Four LOCATION CARDS per player

Infinite Elevator takes place in two phases: (1) location/character creation
and (2) game play.
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Location/character creation
Step 1. Create locations
You can use the included location generator cards, index cards, or strips of
paper tossed in a hat. Each player writes down four places that can be found
at the Infinite Edge Hotel. Names should include a descriptor (adjective or
noun), a place, and a problem.
Examples: 1) Tentacle Hall – those suckers can writhe! 2) Diamond
Ball Room – it’s hard to keep your footing walking over so many tiny
diamond balls!
Step 2: Create your HUMAN ROADY Card
Each HUMAN ROADY card features an icon that represents an ALIEN
ROCKSTAR’s name in the pan‐galactic alphabet. HUMANS are the only
species in the universe with a paltry five senses, so the pan‐galactic
alphabet just looks like a bunch of black and white pictures to them.
Unfortunately, this means each HUMAN interprets the icons differently,
often with disastrous results.
A. Give your HUMAN ROADY a name
B. Translate your ALIEN ROCKSTAR’s name into Human
C. Give your ROCKSTAR some characteristics (musical style/genre, physical
descriptor, personality descriptor)
D. Generate your ROCKSTAR’s needs. This is done by the other players. In
the 3 person game, hand the card back and forth between the other 2
players, each fills in two items (in any order) based on the ROCKSTAR’s
Alien name, Human name, and characteristics.
Example: Kyle Fastblaster is a HUMAN ROADY for Death Worm
Deluxxe. DWD plays light classic rock. DWD has 72 legs but its back 4
have been stuck in a giant apple for the last 7 years. DWD is very
excitable. DWD needs a giant ice cube for its dressing room, a
cowboy hat for its costume, 68 castanets for its musical equipment,
and an inflatable neon apple tree for the stage.
Step 3: Create your HOTEL EMPLOYEE ID Card
A. Give your EMPLOYEE a name – all EMPLOYEEs at the Infinite Edge
HOTEL are either ALIENS or ROBOTS
B. Give your EMPLOYEE a job at the HOTEL. This can range from general to
specific, but needs to be broad enough that you could have job‐related
duties or skills that would help in multiple situations.
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C. Under the Pieces of Equipment list, name two job‐appropriate pieces of
equipment for your own HOTEL EMPLOYEE.
D. Roll the d6 twice and add the results to determine the number of
appendages your EMPLOYEE possesses.
Example: Blurgl Rood is the day spa masseuse. He has two pieces of
equipment at the start of play: (1) a vibrating massager and (2) a
stack of warm, slightly wet hotel towels. Blurgl’s player rolled a 5 and
a 2 on the die, so Blurgl has 7 appendages.

Gameplay
Place the location cards, Grudge Token, and the d6 in the center of the
table. Each player should have a HUMAN ROADY Card, an HOTEL EMPLOYEE
ID Card, and one Translation Miracle Token matching her ROCKSTAR’s Alien
name in front of her. The game consists of four rounds. In each round,
players take turns playing their HUMAN ROADY while the other players play
their HOTEL EMPLOYEEs.
The player whose HOTEL EMPLOYEE has the fewest appendages plays their
HUMAN ROADY first. In the event of a tie a proboscis always goes first. If
you are unable to determine proboscis status, you can roll a die to
determine first player.
In the first round, the HOTEL EMPLOYEE to the left of the HUMAN ROADY
holds a GRUDGE against the ROADY. Give them the Grudge Token. The
GRUDGE will work as hard as possible to stop the ROADY from acquiring her
ROCKSTAR item. Whatever the result of the round, that GRUDGE will be
resolved. However, as we know, HUMANS are excellent at annoying
everyone they meet. On subsequent rounds, HOTEL EMPLOYEEs take turns
being the GRUDGE. At the start of each round, pass the Grudge Token to the
next HOTEL EMPLOYEE to the left (clockwise).
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Example: Players are numbered clockwise around a table, 1 through
3.
In round 1: First, player 1 is the ROADY, player 2 is the GRUDGE, and
player 3 is the HOTEL EMPLOYEE. In the next turn, player 2 is the
ROADY, 3 is the GRUDGE, and 1 is the HOTEL EMPLOYEE. Then,
player 3 is the ROADY, 1 is the GRUDGE, and 2 is the HOTEL
EMPLOYEE.
In round 2: First, player 1 is the ROADY, player 2 is the HOTEL
EMPLOYEE, and player 3 is the GRUDGE. Next, player 2 is the ROADY,
player 3 is the HOTEL EMPLOYEE, and player 1 is the GRUDGE.
Finally, player 3 is the ROADY, player 1 is the HOTEL EMPLOYEE, and
player 2 is the GRUDGE.
Round 3 would be identical to round 1, and round 4 identical to
round 2.
ROADY and GRUDGE square off against each other while the HOTEL
EMPLOYEE(s) choose sides. If the ROADY wins, they get their ROCKSTAR
Item. If the GRUDGE wins, they keep the ROADY from getting their
ROCKSTAR Item and they get to take the location card for later use.

Walkthrough
First player’s turn
The first player draws and reveals the top location card. She determines
which of her ROCKSTAR’s items she will search for at that location. The
Infinite Elevator’s doors open, and she tells the story of why her HUMAN
ROADY will be able to find that item in that location.
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The GRUDGE EMPLOYEE chooses one of his pieces of equipment. He
narrates how he will use that item to stop the HUMAN ROADY. The
remaining HOTEL EMPLOYEEs must secretly choose who to support, either
the HUMAN ROADY or the GRUDGE EMPLOYEE. They jointly reveal who
they are supporting.
The HUMAN ROADY and the GRUDGE both roll one d6. Each then gets to
add a number of dice equal to the number of HOTEL EMPLOYEEs supporting
them. The player with the higher result wins. On a tie, the HUMAN ROADY
does not acquire her item, but neither does the GRUDGE get the location
card. However, while nothing happens for the ROADY or the GRUDGE on a
tie, all other HOTEL EMPLOYEEs get to write in a new item.
After the rolls are resolved but before items are resolved, the HUMAN
ROADY may choose to use her Translation Miracle Token. This allows her to
roll one additional d6 and add it to her result. This may give her one
opportunity to turn a loss into a win! Regardless of the result, the Token is
removed from play.

Table 1. GRUDGE Table

Example 1 (HUMAN WIN): Kyle Fastblaster arrives at the Tentacle
Hall. He decides that this is a perfect place to find the ideal giant ice
cube since the tentacles have been smoothing and shaping it with
their crazed writhing. All he has to do is wade through them to get it!
Blurgl Rood (player 2) holds a GRUDGE for Kyle’s stupid poofy hair.
As the day spa masseuse, he has access to a vibrating massager
which, as we all know, sends tentacles into a crazed frenzy, striking
out at random. This will keep Kyle from getting his stupid ice cube.
Hoopopo (player 3) votes to support Blurgl (he agrees that Kyle’s hair
is stupid). Kyle rolls the die one time and gets a 5. Blurgl rolls it twice
(Blurgl + Hoopopo) and adds the results: he gets a 2 and a 1, for a
result of 3. Kyle wins his ice cube, Blurgl loses his vibrating massager,
and Hoopopo gets nothing.
Example 2 (USE OF TRANSLATION MIRACLE TOKEN): Kyle Fastblaster
arrives at the Tentacle Hall. He decides that this is a perfect place to
find the ideal giant ice cube since the tentacles have been smoothing
and shaping it with their crazed writhing. All he has to do is wade
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through them to get it! Blurgl Rood (player 2) holds a GRUDGE for
Kyle’s stupid poofy hair. As the day spa masseuse, he has access to a
vibrating massager which, as we all know, sends tentacles into a
crazed frenzy, striking out at random. This will keep Kyle from getting
his stupid ice cube. Hoopopo (player 3) votes to support Blurgl (he
agrees that Kyle’s hair is stupid). Kyle rolls the die one time and gets
a 5. Blurgl rolls it twice (Blurgl + Hoopopo) and adds the results: he
gets a 3 and a 3, for a result of 6. Kyle knows that if he has one more
die, he’s got a good chance of winning, so he activates his Translation
Miracle Token, which allows him to understand that the giant purple
button next to the door is an off switch for the tentacles. He rolls the
die and gets a 2, which brings his total result to 7. Kyle wins his ice
cube, Blurgl loses his vibrating massager, and Hoopopo gets nothing.
Example 3 (GRUDGE WINS): Kyle Fastblaster arrives at the Tentacle
Hall. He decides that this is a perfect place to find the ideal giant ice
cube since the tentacles have been smoothing and shaping it with
their crazed writhing. All he has to do is wade through them to get it!
Blurgl Rood (player 2) holds a GRUDGE for Kyle’s stupid poofy hair.
As the day spa masseuse, he has access to a vibrating massager
which, as we all know, sends tentacles into a crazed frenzy, striking
out at random. This will keep Kyle from getting his stupid ice cube.
Hoopopo (player 3) votes to support Blurgl (he agrees that Kyle’s hair
is stupid). Kyle rolls the die one time and gets a 5. Blurgl rolls it twice
(Blurgl + Hoopopo) and adds the results: he gets a 3 and a 3, for a
result of 6. Kyle gets nothing, Blurgl gives his vibrating massager to
Hoopopo, and Blurgl also gets to take the Tentacle Hall.

Second and Subsequent Players’ Turns
Play continues clockwise from the first player. The second and third player
turns are the same as the first but with one addition. If a player won a
location card as the GRUDGE on a previous turn, their HUMAN ROADY may
choose to seek their item at that location instead of the one they turn up. If
they choose to seek their item at the GRUDGE location, the turned up
location is discarded. If they choose to seek their item at the new location,
they retain their GRUDGE location for possible future use.
Example: Franz Root (HUMAN ROADY for player 2) arrives at the
Diamond Ball Room. He is really having trouble figuring out how he’ll
find any of his missing items there, so he discards the Diamond Ball
Room card and whips out the Tentacle Hall he won last turn as Blurgl
Rood. He can now seek a missing item in the Tentacle Hall.
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End Game
Play continues for four rounds, at which point the player whose HUMAN
ROADY has acquired the most items wins. In the case of a tie, the player the
most unused acquired GRUDGE locations wins. If it’s still a tie, well, at least
you aren’t going to be fed to the Snubardal Gloober Beast. This time.

Variations for Four or More Players
HUMAN Roady Cards
In a four or more player game, there will be at least one ALIEN ROCKSTAR
with two or more HUMAN ROADIES. Make multiple copies of the HUMAN
ROADY cards. Since each HUMAN ROADY interprets their ALIEN ROCKSTAR’s
name differently and ALIENS tend to act differently towards different
HUMANS, ROADY cards can still be filled out as normal with each HUMAN
choosing their ROCKSTAR’s name and characteristics. To fill in ROCKSTAR
items, pass the ROADY cards to the left until all the spaces are filled in.
Movement of the GRUDGE Token
In the case of games with more than 3 players, the starting GRUDGE player
continues to move to the left each round (i.e. Round 1 = player 2; Round 2 =
player 3; Round 3 = player 4, etc.). The goal is for each HUMAN Roady to
square up against a different GRUDGE each round.

ALIEN ROCKSTAR Icon Descriptions
“Worm” – a white picture on a black background. The icon shows a multi‐
legged, four‐eyed wormlike creature with pincers emerging from an apple.
“Brain Freeze” – a white picture on a black background. The icon shows an
oval that could be interpreted as a human face with two eyes, a grin, and a
snowflake where the brain would be.
“Paper Lantern” – a white and black picture on a black background. The icon
shows a white lantern shape in the top left corner, and a black and white
human silhouette on the right side. The lantern appears to be partially
illuminating the human.
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Game Credits
Infinite Elevator was created as part of Game Chef 2013. Special thanks to
Joe Mcdaldno, the organizer, and to the other participants for putting
together a great competition!
We attribute inspiration for game mechanics to Jennifer Steen, creator of
the fabulous game Project Ninja Panda Taco (http://projectnpt.com). We
also drew inspiration from the board/card game Dixit by Jean‐Louis Rubira
(published by Libellud).
Page background icons made by Delapouite and Felbrigg: available on
http://game‐icons.net.
Game play icons (tokens, game cards, and cover art) made by Lorc: available
on http://game‐icons.net.
Page number and game card font is BPdotsUnicase, available on
http://fontsquirrel.com and licensed through Creative Commons at
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by‐nd/3.0/.
Special thanks to CR for some great ideas along the way, NB for introducing
us to Project Ninja Panda Taco and Game Chef, and PD for pointing out how
wonky our original mechanics were.
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